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My invention relates to improved loose-leaf area; of each page for entries, etc. thereon and 
binders and the assembly ‘therein of a stackjof ‘ Visibilityof-writtengprinted and'other matter 
optional number of "leaves; 7 ' ' thereon. , ' V, ' > , , ‘ n , 

One aspect of my invention pertains to an _en-' * Furtherjfeatures and objects of the invention 
fr. closing Em'ember, whichamay serve also as the‘ willbe'vmore-fully understood from the follow 

cover, formed of pliablelmaterial,suitably,cone,j in’g1 detail description and the accompanying 
toured to provide for ,frontand rear cover por-_ drawingin which ' " ' ‘ ' 

h 

tions, the stack'off leaves of rdelsiredlnumber be- , *Figs 1 jis'a plan View, partly inehorizontal sec? 
ing positioned within and attached to the stated 7 tion, "of 'apreferred embodiment offmy inven 

U! enclosingiand/or cover memberrby one ormore ‘910B? 7 ' , , I , _ v 

tongue elements which may be blanked from“ the‘, l “Fig.2 is'a-sec'tional view‘on line 2-2 of Fig. 1; 
material of the enclosing and/o'ifizovermember.v this‘ view also indicates in dot and dash line the 
T'Ifhe enclosing and/or cover. member may be of movement on; tongue element'of the envelop-' 
genuine leather or of so-called imitation "leathers,- ; ing, membergin attaching therewith a stack 'of 

1F’ or may be of metal possessingsuitable pliabilityf " loose‘ leaves, the ‘stack in this instance comprise 15 
other ‘material having thez‘requiredattributesas ' ing 'a‘" relatively few number‘of leavesi j a 
later appears, may be employed. ' ‘ " ' ~ Fig. 3 is va ‘view similar to Fig‘: 2, howing the 
Embodiments of my invention may have a sin- , ‘ relative positions of the enclosing member, the 

gle tongue element,'o-r if preror'rea;-two or more ' altliaching tongue element and a Stack comprise 
20 tongue elements, the stack of loose ‘leaves being 'ing a relatively large number of 100$e 1eaV¢.S-, 20 

provided with registering openings: recesses, Y'Figrli isfa detail Sectional View generally Simi 
aperture‘sQslots, or the likefin correspondence ,lar ‘to Fig-"WNW of‘anothér Preferred 83113061 
to the position or positions of such one or more ment, illustrating inlparticular a cover independ 
tongue elements, to afford the insertion’ of the exit of sand suitably attached to the enclosing 

‘35 tongue element or elements'respectively there? membér? ' > ‘a 
through. The ,free end of suchtongue element " Referring? to; the accompanying drawing; "1 
or elements isilo'dged and/or'locked'in position,‘ and H-indicatethé front and‘rear portions of 
by insertingthew same through ‘a set" of‘parallelly an_'enclosing> and/or :cover member adapted to 
arranged’slits in the portion of the enclosing bindfandhold within suchmember a stack of , 

3O and/oncover member‘ opposite relative to; the any 'optional?limber Oileaves 12; such portions 39. 
portion of the same from which, the tongue éle- , may constituteone sheet with-‘an intervening D01‘ 
ment is blanked. " g '- ' ' _ l 7 tion l2a dimensioned to‘ serve 'as the backbone 

' In the disclosed embodiments, the‘opposite 1at'-* ofthe?iqlosins and/0r cover member! Such en 
eral edges of the free end of the tongue member ‘010511113011 Cove!" member ‘may be'of a genuine O!‘ 

35 have serrations or other irregular or nOn-recti; of iimitationleather, ‘or may be constructed of 35, 
linear formations for locking the tongue element. thin metal 0i‘ metallic material, Possessing Suit 

If desired,the stack of looseleaves-may be re‘-_ able pliability,1or of other material, such as paper, 
tained within an enclosing member, desirably or . 010th 01' therlik?, adapted to theivpul‘pose Speci 

, metal and dimensioned'to constitute the back- ?ed. " ‘g V ‘ _ ‘ w 

40 bone and preferably to embrace-the stack; of One portion or the'cover‘member, Say the front 49 
loose leaves, the enclosingmember being secured portion, is blanked or incised to form a tongue 
by stapling, adhesive or in any other suitable ,Of a‘shape such as that shownat I3‘. Either one 
manner to a cover which wholly embraces the ol'fif‘desil'ed'; twoqr mQI'B Such tongue! elements 
stack of loose leaves as well as the enclosing meIn-‘ ‘_ may be ‘Provided, 811011 ‘#18 is illustrated‘ at 1311 

4,3 ber. " V_ -~ g - ~' - and,l3b,~':li'ig.fl;" ' " I ' ‘ ' 

‘Preferably, each‘loose leaf is ‘contoured at, its ' " 'The stack‘ of loose leaves'to bound within: 
edge adjacent thebackbone of; the enclosing‘o'r, the said cover is, provided with registering open 
cover member to-be spaced at the major portion , ings' or‘re'cess'e's onehor ‘more in, each sheetorleaf 
of such edge from the backbone, as by providing aspreferredfsaid'iopenings may be in‘the form 

50 extensions of the paper at the locations: of they of 'apertured-slots asfshown at H, one‘ purpose 5()_ 
openings, recesses or the like, through which lat- thereof "being to facilitate insertion, or removal 

' ter the tongue ‘elements pass. By such arrange- of one ‘or more sheets‘ from the, stack. Such 
ment upon opening the hinder, the‘ leaves freed 3openings afford attachment, of the leaves indi 
substantially from interfriction with one another, vidually and as'a stack by insertion therethrough 

55 open “?at”, affording utilization of the whole , of the tongue element I; as is illustrated at [5. 55‘ 
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The free end ef such tongue may be locked in 
position by insertion, through one or more incised 
slits as at l6 and/or lBain that portion of the 
cover Ymember opposing that from which the 

: tongue is blanked orincisedr V 
For further securement of the free end of the 

tongue and to position it within the cover mem 
ber, the free end of the tongue,‘ after such inser 

‘tio-n, ' within one slitgi: ‘say [6, is alsd inserted 
through a secend slit" l6a, parallel to such ?rst 
slit “5. Such iprocedure positions the end of_the 

; tongue wholly within the enclosing or cover mem 
ber, and provides a neat and readyarrangement 
for accomplishing the purposes of the invention. 

It is desirable to also lock the free end 'of 
the tongue after it has been thus lodgedand 
this may be accomplished in various ways. 

' , Such incised slit may haveian outline of ar 

‘ tistic con?guration, in embellishment'of'the as 
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sembly as a whole. ‘ 

-,The free end of the tongue is locked,’ pref 
erabligirby providing the tongue element with a 
serrated or other non-rectilinear outline, see‘ i8, 
Fig. l, at both of itslateral edges, ene of_said 
edges to be engaged and locked within the in 
cised slit we of the cover member, and-the other 
edges to engage and lockv relative to; another 
slit provided'thereinafor that purpose as at l9, 

If desired, the binder may have an outer cover 
left entire, that‘is, Without blanking therefrom - 
anyf'tongue element, the loose leaves; being de 
tachably‘positioned, as above set ‘forth within an 
enclosingmember- which maybe ofrh'etal or the, 
like, from which enclosing melmber the'herein de 
scribed'tongueelement or elements areblanked, 
one-form of- which is illustrated in Fig. 4. Such 
inner member 10, ii may be dimensioned less, 

.than its cover'Zl. Such inner 'member [0, H 
may be formed as a'_-channel to constitute, the 
backbone and to directly embrace the staclr; of 
loose‘ leaves; and is secured to the outer cever 
member by adhesive or by stapling, eyeletting, 
etc., as indicated at 22. r ‘ 
Q It will be understood that in such arrange-7' 

, ment the lesser dimensionsbfthe'inner mem 

50 

ber I0, I l are satis?ed by providing sufficient ma~> 
terial forthe formation of the’ tongue element 
and the incised slits l6 and "id, through which 
it is to vbe inserted,‘ lodged and 
as previously described. ' . ' 

‘ The/preferred ‘form of loose 
. inithe‘drawings, has its inner edge, see edge 
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portion I126, Figs». 1 andA, spaced ,fromthe 
inner face of thebacliboneofthe enclosing mem- _’ 
ber'Hl, II, as byproviding the extensions l2c, 
encompassing eacli apertured slot [4, recess 
or the like, such spaced edge portion. lt2b be— 
tween such extensions constituting the major 
part of the whole inneriedgej- of each sheet, 
whereby upon opening the binder, the friction of ' 
the leaves relative to ‘one 'anotherat their stated 
inner edges is negligible as ‘compared with the 

' effect afforded by the stated spacingv of the major 
edge portions [21) from the backbone-yeand when 
so opened from all portions of the enclosing‘ mem 
berlp, ll; 7 ‘I _ l - , , _ 

_~ In the useof a serrated or other non-rectilinear 7‘ 
outline, see 18, ~Fig,wl, forthe lateral edges of 

locked, similarly , 

leafpas illustrated 7 

2,133,069 _ 

each tongue element, say tongue element ri3a, 
1, it is advantageous to extend aglocking slit, 

say slit I 6a,as indicated at Ilia’, to have a length 
of the slit opening appreciably greater than the 
lateral dimension of the tongue element, such 
extended length portion I611’ being offset from 
alignment with theqtonguerat that side of the 
latter adjacent the arcuate locking slit IS. The 
tongue elenient may therefore be easily slipped 
threugh the slit i611 and may be ?nally brought 
intclocked position, the serrations of its ‘opposite 
lateral edges engaging'respectively, the end of 
slit “3a, which is opposite the extended end I611.’ 
‘thereof, and slit I9. 5 

Whereas I have described my invention by ref 
erence to speci?c forms- thereof, it will be under 
stood that'imany changes and modi?cations may 
be made without departing from the spirit of the 
invention. TI 7 

1, claim: 7 , ; i 

_ In a binder fer a stack ‘of loose leaves, a 
cover; element having a ?exible leaf-engaging 

, tongue integrally!- ext'ending therefrom, said 
tongue having serrated lateral edges; a‘ pair of 
slits in said cover element spaced apart mutually 
and spaced baclcviardlyfrom the base ofv said 
tongue, the individual slits of said pair.‘ of slits 
and the base of 1 said tongue being substantially 
mntually aligned in parallelrelation, whereby the 
tip ofsaid tongue maybepassed, through that 
individual ‘slit, which is proximate", its base,_and' 
thereafter through the other individual slit of the 
pair of slitsin securing the stack of loose leaves 

' within thel'cover element; and means provided in 
the cover’elementj forengaging ‘onelateral edge 
of thefree end- of the tongue in maintaining the 

I serrationsiof the’ other lateral edge of the tongue 
in lo'ckedlrelation with one end of at least the 
said other individdal, slit of the said pair of slits. 
,2.’ Structure as recited in claim,1,whereinthe 

stated other individual slit' is longer ‘than the 
‘individual slit which is proximate the base of the 

~ tengue and is slightly offset lengthwise from the 
latter, and wherein the stated means for en 
gaging one, lateral edge of the tongue is a 'sub 
stantiallyfarcuate slit farther removed from the 
baserof the tongue than’is thejstated pair of 
slits andjextending at substantially rightlan'gles 
to thelengths of the individual slits of the latter, 
the said substantially arcuate slitxbeing offset in- ‘ 

, Wardly from that end of said lojiiger individual 
slit which extends beyond'the other individual 
slitof the pair of slits, and, further, having its 
convexity directed inwardly.’ , ' 

3. In a binder fora stack of loose leaves, a 
cover element having at least one ?exible leaf-i 
engaging tongue extending therefrom,’ said tongue 
ghaving serrated lateral edges; a slit adapted to 
receive said tongue, after engagement with said 
stack of'loose leaves, said slit having a length 
greater than the width of said tongue; and means 
for forcing one' lateral edge of the tongue into 
locking engagement with one end of. the said 
slit, said means being adapted to engage the’other 
lateral edge'of the tongue to maintain said tongue 
.in locked status relative to the stack .of loose 
leaves“; ;‘. _ 7 _~ . . r 
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